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Abstract This essay imagines the role that artificial intelligence innovations play in the
integrated living, learning and research environments of 2041. Here, in 2041, in the
context of increasingly complex wicked challenges, whose solutions by their very
nature continue to evade even the most capable experts, society and technology have
co-evolved to embrace cyberlearning as an essential tool for envisioning and refining
utopias–non-existent societies described in considerable detail. Our society appreciates
that evolving these utopias is critical to creating and resolving wicked challenges and to
better understanding how to create a world in which we are actively Blearning to be^ –
deeply engaged in intrinsically motivating experiences that empower each of us to
reach our full potential. Since 2015, Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIED) has
transitioned from what was primarily a research endeavour, with educational impact
involving millions of user/learners, to serving, now, as a core contributor to democra-
tizing learning (Dewey 2004) and active citizenship for all (billions of learners
throughout their lives). An expansive experiential super computing cyberlearning
environment, we affectionately call the BHolodeck,^ supports transdisciplinary collab-
oration and integrated education, research, and innovation, providing a networked
software/hardware infrastructure that synthesizes visual, audio, physical, social, and
societal components. The Holodeck’s large-scale integration of learning, research, and
innovation, through real-world problem solving and teaching others what you have
learned, effectively creates a global meritocratic network with the potential to resolve
society’s wicked challenges while empowering every citizen to realize her or his full
potential.
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Introduction

In a manifesto published almost seventy years ago in 1972, UNESCO called for
educational systems to provide opportunities that empower each and every
individual to reach their full potential (Faure 1972). This treatise, BLearning
to Be″, created a global vision for the future of learning and technology. Since
then, the UN has offered versions of the Millennial Goals in the 90’s (Annan
and Unies 2000) and 2015 (Nations 2015), eventually leading to the 2040
goals, which remarkably, have been met and in some cases surpassed. This
achievement is due in no small part to advances in cyberlearning paradigms and
implementations that have now been broadly adopted (Woolf 2010). In 2050,
we will announce a new Vision for 22nd Century Millennial Goals, focusing on
the remaining (known) Bwicked problems,^ (Rittel and Webber 1974)– complex
and large-scale challenges and opportunities likely to have an enduring influ-
ence on our societal transformations. These challenges range from climate
change, to nuclear proliferation, to nanotechnology, synthetic biology, regional
and global pandemics, the AI singularity, and many more (Levin et al. 2012).
Today’s cyberlearning–the tight coupling of cyber-technology with learning
experiences offering deeply integrated and personally attentive artificial intelli-
gence–is critical to addressing these global, seemingly intractable, challenges.
Cyberlearning provides us (1) access to information and (2) the capacity to
experience this information’s implications in diverse and visceral ways. It helps
us understand, communicate, and engage productively with multiple perspec-
tives, promoting inclusivity, collaborative decision-making, domain and trans-
disciplinary expertise, self actualization, creativity, and innovation (Burleson
2005) that has transformative societal impact.

Cyberlearning has expanded from primarily attending to individual learners
through a sequence of isolated problem solving activities, to embrace a rich
array of collaborative experiential learning contexts, made possible by sophis-
ticated and interconnected artificial intelligences. These include diverse and
blended formal/informal learning environments, centers, resource networks,
teams, communities, and ultimately global societies. Cyberlearning strives to
ensure that each stakeholder is empowered to reach her or his full potential. To
achieve this goal, AIED brings together diverse resources, virtual and physical
instruments, simulations and models, and communities of practice to foster flow
(and mitigate Stuck) (Burleson 2005), creativity, and wicked-problem delibera-
tion. In the context of increasingly complex wicked challenges, whose solutions
continue to evade even the most capable of experts, society and technology
have co-evolved to embrace cyberlearning as an essential tool to envision,
iteratively explore, and refine the evolution of our society, towards utopia.

Since 2015, Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIED) has transitioned from
what was primarily an applied research endeavour operating with limited
educational impact (effecting only a few million user/learners), to become a
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core contributor to our new paradigm of learning and living, made possible by
the expansive experiential super computing cyberlearning environment – known
as the Holodeck. Holdecks, over the past 25 years, have been instrumental to
an important shift in the siloed nature of diverse societal engagements, resulting
in broad adoption of an integrative approach to education, research, policy, and
citizen engagement. Today, due in no small part to the collaborative and
engaging nature of the Holodeck (See Fig. 1), we have achieved universal
literacy and STEM literacy has quadrupled. Lifelong and life-wide passion-
based learning have become global, high priority, all-hands-on-deck endeav-
ours—enabling our entire global population to be involved, as diverse and key
expert stakeholder participants, in advancing solutions to the grand challenges
of our time.

Evolving Utopia: Learning to Live and Learning to Be

Today’s longer life expectancies and increased access to integrated formal and
informal learning opportunities (See Fig. 2) have expanded from 2005 categories
(0–5, K, GR 1-12, UG, Grad, Work, and Retirement) to encompass a continuum,
spanning the entire spectrum of life (Stevens and Bransford 2007). Blended formal
and informal learning environments now provide as much as 75–100 % life-wide
learning through experiences that leverage real-world contexts and authentic
settings. Supporting increased opportunities for passion-based pursuits, there is
universal access for individuals, teams, and communities, to a broad array of
virtual and hands-on learning and innovation resources, e.g., high-end tools and

Fig. 1 The NYU-X Holodeck, the first Experiential Super Computer effort, integrated virtual, acoustic,
physical, robotic, physiological, co-located, and distributed individual and team experiences into an advanced
education, research, and innovation instrument
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expert mentors. Learning from peer and expert mentors and, reciprocally, being a
mentor to peers and others, and becoming increasingly expert in one’s own
right are quintessential elements of today’s learning and core elements of active
citizenship. This eco-system provides low thresholds (lower barriers to entry),
high ceilings (growth and impact potential), and wide walls (broad explorations
and broad participation) (Resnick et al. 2005). Commensurately, there is no
longer an emphasis on traditional retirement (Hiemstra 1999). Instead, we
channel our energies into multiple lifelong and passion-based learning pursuits
– engagements in and contributions to integrated education, research, and
innovations that have broad societal impact (Foundation 2014). This lowering
of institutional, programmatic, and life-stage boundaries, along with a concerted
confluence of learning, career and leisure activity have convened to create rich
and robust lifelong and lifewide growth experiences and actualizing
opportunities.

Both lifelong and lifewide learning underpin the concept of BLearning to
Live^, referring to both learning how to thrive in a new and evolving range of
contexts and circumstances, as well as providing the modus operandi for living
as learning. Living has come to be embraced and appreciated as a rich
experience of learning and growing, becoming, connecting, engaging energeti-
cally, exercising, teaching, mentoring, aspiring, discovering, exploring, fantasiz-
ing, daydreaming, and simply, in all its nuanced facets, Bbeing^ and learning to
be! Learning to live is essential to the journey towards evolving utopia.

Fig. 2 Comparing Lifelong and Lifewide Learning in 2005 (top) with 2040 conditions superimposed
(bottom) (Stevens and Bransford 2007)
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As novice and expert learners engage with the Holodeck, they explore and create
multifaceted experiences on multiple levels (fear, hate, love, insight, inspiration, flow
and stuck, etc.) and learn to adopt and develop diverse and flexible perspectives (the
obvious and the nuanced, the favoured and the marginalized) as they navigate possible
worlds1 (Lewis 1977). Living in and creating these possible worlds, engages individ-
uals in deep exploration of diverse utopias (i.e. non-existent societies described in
considerable detail2 (Wikipedia. Utopia 2015)). Our overarching goal is to understand
the past and present as a foundation to help us imagine and evolve the future.
Sophisticated imagining of the future can be an act of Bliving the future today^
(Kelley 1997, Personal Communication https://www.ideo.com/people/david-kelley)
that helps us understand, re-solve, and begin to iteratively implement our collective
aspirations for our 2041 world and its future.

Living within the fascinating, multitudinous, and consternating, Holodeck simula-
tions (diverse possible utopias) require reflective metacognition. This experience is
purposely perplexing. It is perplexing in that there are so many challenges, so many
opportunities, and so many seeming unresolvable wicked challenges. Nonetheless, we
embrace this perplexity as desirable. We have evolved a broad consensus that the best
way to handle wicked challenges is to develop a series of incremental iterative
solutions, a process known as the re-solving (Lewis 1977) of ongoing challenges. We
achieve this via sophisticated scenario development and committed engagement in the
rich and diverse stories (simulated and real) of living in utopia. In this context,
exploration and deliberation within the Holodeck is not only a hallmark of
cyberlearning, but also enhances the capacity of our global community to collabora-
tively create and implement the iterative re-solutions required to solve our wicked
challenges.

To reach our full potential and to succeed at re-solving wicked challenges, we need
to be exploratory, creative, and to develop our diverse, individual and collective
expertise. Schank posited that when the walls can answer questions, those that learn
the most are the ones with the best series of questions (Brockman 2007). Expanding on
this, in the context of the Holodeck, we have found that when individuals and teams of
learners actively engage in hands-on collaborative activities, they begin to understand
things from multiple perspectives–they begin to become experts (Burleson 2005; Kay
1991). In these environments, key elements of Amabile’s componential model of
creativity: intrinsic motivation; domain expertise; creative style (Creativity Support
Tools (Resnick et al. 2005) and tools for reflective engagement); and actualizing
resources, coalesce to advance individual and team creative processes and outcomes
(Amabile 1983). By definition, creativity – anything new, non-obvious, and
useful – is responsible for all societal advancement (Burleson 2005). Thus,
with creative exploration and ever more sophisticated expertise, the goals of
cyberlearning, AIED, and the Holodeck are to facilitate learning to live, learn-
ing to be, and living in and evolving utopia.

1 David Lewis’ philosophy of possible worlds argues simply imagining a possible world means that it can
actually exist.
2 Utopia Bcomes from the Greek: οὐ (Bnot^) and τόπος (Bplace^) and means Bno-place^, and strictly describes
any non-existent society ‘described in considerable detail’.^ (Ref. Wiki) In English Eutopia (Bgood^ or
Bwell^) is homophonous with Utopia and may have lead to the original meaning being obscured by the more
idealistic relative.
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Today’s Cyberlearning Features, Utopia and Wicked Challenges

Evolving utopia and iteratively re-solving wicked challenges are critical to
cyberlearning and advancing society. The primary qualities of the brave new
cyberlearning environments of today, include:

Personal stories and interactive experiences that make it rich – The magic of
humanity has been our dreams, our exploration and fulfilment of dreams, and our
complex story telling (Sagan 1985). These dreams are core to our ethical and
philosophical understanding and to our appreciation of our historical heritage.
Learning has evolved from ancient toys and board games, to embedded
cyberlearning phenomena (Moher 2006) such as Real World Games (Waern et
al. 2009; Rashid et al. 2006; Burak et al. 2005; McGonigal 2011) and personalized
environments (Lahey et al. 2008; Mahoney et al. 2014); the ability for individual
(Papert 1980) and communal (Resnick et al. 2009) appropriation of these is
appreciated as being core to the reflection (Shneiderman 2003) and feedback loops
that help people learn and help creative societies evolve.
Open streaming content that make it real and compelling –Multi-modal modeling
simulation and real world prediction provide visceral qualities that empower
learners to feel experiences, as they react to immersive worlds and understand
(on multiple levels) the implications. In the context of simulation, it is possible to
Bturn on^ and Bturn off^ complexity to access the diverse array of realworld and
Bopen world^ data sources in real-time and asynchronously. We can fly drones
over Antarctica, and under the ice into ancient lakes (Berenfeld 1996) or obtain
data from the LEGO robots on the moon and international instruments on Mars
and beyond the solar system (Burleigh et al. 2003).
Contributions that make it yours, together – All participants take active ownership
of their learning, and living experiences. Learners, peer tutors, and mentors
(learners and teachers of all ages and stages) are empowered to creatively embark
on their own learning trajectories, to reflect on these, and to share their insights and
contributions broadly. This empowering ecosystem is fundamental to developing:
(1) robust expertise; (2) deep collaborations; and (3) strong communication skills,
both within and across domains. Core to today’s cyberlearning is the ability to
actively learn and teach effectively, within and across individual and global
communities.
Wicked challenges that can be iteratively Bre-solved^ – Rittel introduces the notion
of solving again and again, of re-solving wicked challenges, as being the iterative
and collaborative attempt to inch ever closer towards addressing the complexity
intrinsic to these challenges (Rittel and Webber 1974). Since this inherently
requires multi-generational understanding, our advancement of utopia requires
levels of engagement, dedication, and persistent, life-long hard work, coupled with
the richness and actualization of deep play (Ackerman 2011). Making progress in
addressing and overcoming the complex wicked challenges that face our
society, e.g., climate change, disease/bio-resilience, unintended consequences
(economic stability, volatility, Bprogress^) etc., is highly rewarding and truly
significant. As we embrace the wisdom of our elders, we are compelled to equip
our next generation with the best of our understanding, abilities, and tools, to help
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them take a long perspective and to equip them with the most effective tools that
we can provide, to Bleave the future with a free hand^ (Feynman 1955). We
strive to achieve these goals in the midst of an on-going range of wicked
challenges and their own inherent interconnectedness. Much work is still
needed to solidify, scale, penetrate, and adopt the evolving re-solutions;
though there are great risks, there is substantial support, and great potential
reward.

Recognizing the Merits of Advanced Cyberlearning

Twenty-five years ago, American educators and learning scientists experienced a
critical moment in their history, as their nation’s preparedness and leadership in
STEM innovation faced a range of internal and external challenges. U.S. high school
students ranked lower on math and science scores than peers in 46 % and 34 % of
OECD countries, respectively ((PISA), P.f.I.S.A. 2012); and China had overtaken the
U.S. in the number of patents filed (Gurry et al. 2014). At the same time, the
structure and economic models underpinning American higher education were
undergoing a massive transformation (Hirsch and Weber 2002). Grade inflation
and market forces were threatening the quality of higher education in America
and her role in leading the globe in advanced education was being called into
question (Arum and Roksa 2011). Supposed experts, graduating with bachelors,
masters, and doctoral degrees from even the most acclaimed institutions were
increasingly incapable of: (1) comprehensively understanding and solving mean-
ingful problems in their own domains; (2) working with colleagues across
disciplines and across cultures; and (3) effectively communicating the value
of their fields and engaging a broad public audience – a public, comprised of
diverse stakeholders, in dire need of comprehending a wide range of increas-
ingly complex matters. Compounding this situation was an evolving, though
not yet universal, appreciation that dramatic advancements in technology, in-
creasing complexity of society, and the disastrous effects of unintended conse-
quences presented a context in which Bwicked challenges^ (Rittel and Webber
1974) were becoming ever more complex (Levin et al. 2012).

The increased access and capacity offered by these emerging technologies, coupled
with the motivating influence of pressing wicked challenges led to increased recogni-
tion of the importance of integrated transdisciplinary education and research, as fertile
ground for discovery, creativity, and innovation. These activities are now seen as
critical to realizing the full potential of each and every individual; a means of
enhancing national capacities; and as having the power to foster global, dem-
ocratic, access to universal lifelong learning opportunities. Researchers and
practitioners developed translational learning science innovation centers
(Duderstadt 2010) to ensure that society would be equipped with cyberlearning
strategies and tools with the capacity to overcome the siloed cultures of the
academy and education sector, that could bridge gaps with industry and the
public, and empower dreams that begin to realize our collective true potential.
This served as both a fundamental investment and a societal commitment to
building an open and participatory utopia.
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For the first decade of the millennium, the AIED community generally held that the
gold standard of advanced cyberlearning technology was an Intelligent Tutoring System
(ITS) capable of achieving comparable results to those from one-on-one interaction with
a human tutor. Today, a new gold standard has emerged. It is based on the broad
appreciation of the transformative potential and transdisciplinary depth and breadth of
both individuals and teams, working in dynamic, co-located, and distributed configura-
tions with the common goal of empowering lifelong learning and achievement. Two
Computing Research Association Grand Challenges for Information Science—
Providing a Teacher for Every Learner and A Team (team of human, agent, and robotic
collaborators) of One’s Own (Association, C.R. 2003) –were merged to create a multi-
faceted initiative to advance human development through enquiry, exploration, discov-
ery, and innovation. This initiative has facilitated a new generation of cyberlearning
technologies that fuses hybrid (physical and digital) experiences with advanced under-
standing of the psychology of individual and team learning, affect, social interaction,
motivation, and creativity. Hybrid experiences are made possible by rich media, content,
and advanced tools. Psychology has advanced over this period, using multimodal
sensors and machine-learning techniques to create a sophisticated fusion of theory and
practice to provide just-in-time, individualized, and team support.

During the early 2000s, large-scale learning research was generally limited to in-
depth observation of a few learners or coarse-grained measures of learning outcomes
for larger groups. The state-of-the-art cyberlearning tools that have emerged can now
augment learning research with capabilities, such as: multi-modal formative and
summative assessments to iteratively determine the zone of proximal development;
sensing of cognitive load and affect; integrated real-time feedback that fosters meta-
cognition; and utilization of attribution, cognitive aids, and stress inoculation, to
personalize support that improves individual, collaborative, and collective decision-
making processes, learning, and creativity. For example, mid-21st-century
cyberlearning environments are fusing immersive environments with peer learning
companions (including both virtual and robotic social agents). This blending of mul-
timedia and physical agents encourage embodied actions and gestural interactions, and
empower learners and active citizens to explore and manage complex environments
(Hodges 2012), adopt systems thinking strategies, and engage in team collaboration to
address societal challenges.

Holodecks: Experiential Super Computers for Cyberlearning

In the early 2000s, workshops sponsored by the Computing Community Consortium
(CCC), Computing Research Association (CRA), and National Science Foundation
(NSF) Global Resources for Online Education (GROE) program advanced a Roadmap
for Education Technology. This strategic plan included a research strategy for rich
interfaces (Woolf 2010) (see Table 1).

Appreciating GROE’s vision of rich interfaces, the NYU-X initiative (NYU-X 2015)
and its consortium of public and private institutional partners advanced first and
second-generation experiential super computers— BHolodecks^ (see Fig. 1). For the
past 20 years, NYU-X has iteratively created a sophisticated suite of rich interfaces.
Today, our global network of experiential super computers, broadly accessible through
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common low-end consumer electronic devices, provides a democratic foundation for
integrative approaches to cyberlearning, grand challenge innovation, and wicked
problem solving.

The Holodeck is the foundation of today’s cyberlearning experience, offering a
software/hardware instrument that seamlessly integrates visual, audio, and phys-
ical (haptics, objects, real-time fabrication) components with novel technologies.
This system enhances social interactions (human-human, human-agent, and
human-robot) by creating a powerful, unified education and research environ-
ment and network. Capabilities support capture of comprehensive behavioural,
physiological, affective, and cognitive data; visualization; real time analysis of
the data; and sophisticated scenario modeling and engagement.

The initial NYU Holodeck balanced opportunities for small group, cross-site
collaboration and research with incremental equipment costs. Included were
Bfield kits^ capable of global distributed support for single users or specialized
interaction by multiple participants. The NYU Holodeck (NYU-X 2015) infra-
structure linked many other facilities, like the BeingThere Lab (BeingThere
Center 2015; Raskar et al. 1998), ASU Decision Theater (Theater 2015),
UCSB AlloSphere (Kuchera-Morin et al. 2014), and Stony Brook Reality
Deck (Papadopoulos et al. 2015) to advance what was at the time, state-of-
the-art rendering of complex real-time scenarios and contingencies. By 2030,
this project architecture had paved the way for infrastructure improvements that
supported thousands of simultaneous users.

Today’s Holodeck thrives upon the evolution of the internet, creating a
global network that is fundamentally accessible as a human right (Nations
2011) to the entire global population (~10 billion people). The network con-
nects approximately a trillion devices–the internet of things, each with their
own embedded intelligence and autonomy, spanning all sectors of enterprise
and society and extending initially throughout, and now beyond the solar
system (CISCO 2011). Fundamentally, the Holodeck’s well-integrated multi-
modal capabilities serve as a dynamic engine for the core tenants of
BLearning to Be″; functionality includes:

Table 1 CCC, CRA, and NSF 2010 GROE Workshop Roadmap for Education Technology Vision for Rich
Interfaces (circa 2030)

Interface capabilities 2030 Vision

Affect & emotion recognition Strong recognition, fluent expression highly personalized

Embodied interactions Full body capture everywhere; mirroring behavior

Learning companions Virtual + robotic companions that seamlessly switch between
virtual and physical settings

Brain-computer interfaces Continues wearable, fMRI-like capability’ and EEG / Near
Infra Red signals

Physiological In-body monitoring and tranmission – oxygen, glucose and
cortisol indicators; HR/Breath

Augmented reality Seamless, natural, ubiquitous, recognition

Haptic Enhanced mobility, super hero capability high power haptic capabilities
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Visual – Visual hardware has evolved to provide high-resolution, low laten-
cy, immersive, and distributed VR interactivity. Multimodal mesh peer-to-
peer and peer-to-network connectivity is the framework for globally- dis-
tributed communication and engagement. Low-cost embedded cameras have
become default acquisition tools, enhanced with algorithms to detect
context-based facial expressions, gestures, and social dynamics. Likewise,
distributed sensors support a broad range of environmental analysis and
scientific experimentation.
Acoustic –The distributed audio capabilities can capture and recreate almost
any auditory environment using simulated or pre-recorded sounds from
repositories and generative algorithms, linking learners with musicians and
performers, and sound-effect experts, in distributed engagements around the
world in real time.
Physical – Smart objects, digital-manipulatives, and robotic interfaces are
some of the rich interfaces the Holodeck has evolved. These expand upon
Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) such as Sandscape (Ishii et al. 2004) and
malleable interfaces such as programmable matter (Gilpin and Rus 2013)
and digital clay (Rossignac et al. 2003). Simulation tools, customized user
interfaces (e.g., aviation yolks, steering wheels, command centers, and glass
cockpits), and a range of robotic platforms have become available for
collocated and/or distributed remote interaction (5Ds of robotics e.g., for
dirty, dull, dangerous, domestic and dexterous engagement). Likewise,
haptic interfaces (data gloves) and 3D fabrication tools have been combined
to enhance creative generative experiences and exploration. These tools
provide added reality dimension to virtual experiences, and have made us
aware of previously unknown or underappreciated aspects of our
environment.
Human Dynamics: Biometric – Sophisticated multimodal sensing capabilities
include eye-tracking (wearable/mobile, at a distance, and multi-person),
multi-touch pressure sensors, Brain Computer Interaction (BCI), and affec-
tive and sociometric sensors and algorithms (Burleson 2005; Arroyo et al.
2009; Tripathi and Burleson 2012). A high quality camera array-based
motion capture system synchronously and asynchronously acquires, analy-
ses, classifies, and streams spatio-temporal data from a wide variety of
kinematic sources (individual or groups of human bodies/faces, robotic
mechanisms, rigid object Bprops^, etc.). These rich data sets drive custom-
izable animations and other displays and extrapolate data from nonverbal
expressions. Research locations are linked with seamless and instantaneous
(within our latest understanding of the Blaws of physics^) transmission of
data and visualizations.
Human Dynamics: Social Collaboration – The Holodeck offers enhanced
social collaboration, co-located and distributed human-human, human-agent,
and/or human-robot interaction capabilities. Customizable virtual agents and
social robots equipped with advanced technology interact using natural
language, mirror rich emotive facial gestures, and reflect social character-
istics that synchronize speech and gesture production. Integrated agents and
surrounding hardware/software create rich multimodal environments with
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the capacity for real-time data modelling of individual and team behav-
iours, interactions, team creativity, and collocated and distributed knowl-
edge (wisdom of crowds and expert systems, e.g., IBM’s Watson (Ferrucci
et al. 2013)). These are coupled with lifelong and lifewide personal, team,
and community learning portfolios that provide rich and open learner
models and data resources for understanding effective collaboration, team-
work, and communal deliberation.
Infrastructure: Network, Communication and Collaboration – A Bdata as service^
model has created a multi-site, node-based, hybrid, maximally transparent
AR/VR space that features high quality, multimodal tracking and collabo-
ration. High-bandwidth connections between local and central nodes are
supplemented with low latency networks that seamlessly and reliably scale
on demand. The open source platform of real-time APIs supports real-time
sharing and data control. Field kits link remote sites with select function-
ality to provide data, interactivity, and share resources with the networked
instrument and Holodeck infrastructure, while reducing their own compu-
tational requirements, complexity, and cost.

Element Description

Visual Multimodal mesh networks provide peer-to-peer and peer-to-network connectivity creating
the framework for globally- distributed visual communication and engagement.

Acoustic Audio capabilities include distributed technologies that can create almost any auditory
environment using captured, generated, or pre-recorded sounds.

Physical Smart objects, digital-manipulatives, and robotic interfaces enable rich interactions
an imaginative explorations.

Human Dynamics Aggregates biometric, social interaction, crowd source wisdom and expert systems
along with rich learning portfolios and models of collaborative understanding.

Infrastructure Provides a robust modular system that can evolve and adapt to technological
advances and refinement.

Cyberlearning research afforded by experiential supercomputing has scaled through
mobile, hand-held, and distributed devices to broadly impact education and daily
living. As robust, consumer-grade VR hardware, digital manipulatives, and low-cost
robotic and fabrication platforms emerged, cyberlearning research and infrastructure
was revolutionized. The result was findings with transformative impact on formal and
informal learning environments (classrooms, museums, homes, communities, nations,
and our international community) across the entire socioeconomic spectrum.

Conclusion

We are proud of what we have achieved, and are cautiously optimistic for what our
future holds. We have made tremendous progress since the early days of the ideal
cyberlearning environment that began with individual intelligent tutoring systems and
built on existing classroom-based activities. Today’s interfaces provide ubiquitous
connectivity and universal access to comprehensive experiential learning, discovery
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and innovation that can support all manners of inquiry and endeavors. In 2040, learning
is unlimited - each individual can create a teacher, team, country, world, galaxy or
universe of their own. We have created an environment where we can imagine possible
worlds and experiences to help us re-solve the wicked challenges whose solutions will
shape our continuing evolution. There is no question that we must learn a great deal more
as we continue to champion optimism and democratic exploration. The future belongs to
us all and we are motivated by our responsibility to continue our evolution toward utopia.
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